To know Prague means to love Prague

Prague, the capital of the Czech Republic, has been considered as one of the most beautiful cities in the world since Middle Ages. Adjectives such as “golden”, “city of a hundred spires”, “the crown of the world” were attributed to this Pearl of the Central Europe.

• Friendly and tolerant domestic people
• It is easy to reach internationally
• Prague has excellent infrastructure, very easy for understanding and orientation, very compact
• Dynamical city with the richest history and level of culture
• Great ratio “value for money “
• Prague is also famous for shopping (VAT refund when travelling from non –EU countries)

EXPLORE PRAGUE

There are so many historical sights in Prague, so it is really hard to name them all in once. Prague also hosts many international and local fairs, music festival or concerts so it is also the cultural city.

Where to go out of the beaten path?
• DOX - CONTEMPORARY ART
• DIVOKÁ ŠÁRKA
• GREBOVKA VINEYARD
• RIEGER GARDENS

PRAGUE CONNECTS PEOPLE

The city has a lively gay scene and has earned a reputation of being more liberal than its neighbours like Poland or the Baltic States; its gay scene is particularly vibrant and accessible.

Where to connect (with locals)?
• NÁPLAVKA (THE RIVER BANK)
• FARMER'S MARKET HOLEŠOVICE
• PRAGUE PRIDE
• DESIGN BLOG
CHEERS TO PRAGUE

Prague never sleeps. It has 28 breweries, countless bars, pubs and beer-oriented restaurants. More than half a dozen new bars or clubs have opened up in the last year alone and there are around 30 gay bars, discos and saunas in the city as a whole. Na zdraví! (as the locals say).

**LGBT friendly café and clubs**

- CAFÉ CAFÉ
- CELEBRITY CAFÉ
- FRIENDS CLUB
- TERMAX